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The LensCulture Black & White Photography Awards 2024 celebrate the timeless and captivating art of black and white photography.

This prestigious competition invites photographers from around the globe to submit their most compelling monochrome images. By

focusing on the power and elegance of black and white photography, the awards highlight how this classic medium transcends time,

bringing out deep emotional responses and allowing viewers to connect with the raw essence of the subject matter. Each year,

LensCulture’s editors and an esteemed panel of judges seek out works that stand out for their creativity, originality, and storytelling

power.

This year’s competition promises to be even more exciting, with an array of opportunities for participants to gain global recognition.

Winners will not only receive significant cash prizes but will also have their work exhibited in a high-profile gallery in London in 2025.

This exhibition will provide a platform for photographers to showcase their talent to an international audience, including critics,

curators, and the general public. Additionally, all shortlisted and winning photographs will be featured in LensCulture’s extensive

online gallery, which is visited by millions of photography enthusiasts, ensuring that the participants’ work reaches a broad and

appreciative audience.

The LensCulture Black & White Photography Awards are more than just a contest; they are a celebration of the monochrome

medium. Participants benefit from comprehensive feedback from industry experts, enhancing their skills and career prospects. The

competition also offers international media coverage and publication opportunities, further elevating the profiles of the selected

photographers. By participating in this competition, photographers join a community dedicated to the appreciation and advancement

of black and white photography, helping to keep this powerful art form alive and vibrant in the contemporary world.

Entry fee: $35 per entry for single images, $45 for series (up to 5 images).

Eligibility

Open to photographers over the age of 18 from all around the world.

Prize

The competition offers significant rewards, including cash prizes, global exposure, and the opportunity to be featured in LensCulture’s

extensive online gallery. Winners will be part of an exhibition in London in 2025, showcasing their work to a global audience.

Additionally, selected photographers will receive international media coverage, publication opportunities, and personalized feedback

from industry experts, enhancing their visibility and career prospects.
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